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sign(s)

addRess woRd level 
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cuRRent data at heathlands since applying this 
pRogRamme with pRofoundly deaf pupils who use Bsl:

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

child a
Chronological age 4.11 5.11 6.11 7.11 8.11

Reading age Not yet reading 6 7.08 8.02 9.09

child B
Chronological age 6 7 8 9 10

Reading age 5.1 6.09 8.08 9.03 10

child c
Chronological age 6.3 7.3 8.3

Reading age 5.3 6.8 8.3

child d
Chronological age 5.6 6.6 7.6

Reading age 5.1 6.8 8.0

sign gRaphics used 
foR unknown woRds  
with child and adult

uses possessive 
apostRophe

uses singulaR and 
pluRal signs

‘signs’ tense

tRansfeRRing  
meaning Between 
english and Bsl 

home and school  
use agReed signs

shaRing Books  
with child

child Reading daily 
with an adult at home 

and school 

“Reading” pictuRe 
Books

sign gRaphics used  
with key woRds/

pictuRes

‘woRd Rich’ 
enviRonment

open access to  
Books and pictuResRegulaR  

stoRy telling

child oBseRves 
language aRound  

them
adults involved  
model language 

visual phonics used 
foR decoding

home and school 
using Reading scheme 

Books daily

acceleRating Reading  
in deaf childRen

Studies into the reading abilities of profoundly Deaf pupils since 1916 until recently have shown very little differences. Deaf school 
leavers are completing education with an average reading age of around 9 years old: Pinter and Paterson (1916), Wrightstone, Aranow and 
Muskowitz (1963), Di Francesco (1972), Furth (1966), Jensema (1975), Conrad (1979). Yet throughout this time educators for the Deaf urged 

reading development to be the priority for all pupils,

Deaf children have spent their years in education playing ‘catchup’ rather than learning the curriculum as established readers.  
At Heathlands we have put all of the best techniques, methods and strategies to form a whole child approach to reading involving the school  

and home to fully immerse children in language.

“have a deaf child learn books in order to learn the language, instead of learning the language in order to read books” Bell (1929)  

stepping 
stones to 
language and 
liteRacy foR 
pRofoundly 
deaf pupils


